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Pravah has reached out to 7

Lakh adolescents and youth,

strengthened over 1000 youth engaging

and youth led organisations across India

and impacted 15 Million lives. Our

national presence is through long term,

quality partnerships with youth led

organisations across India. Over the years

we have reached out to in-school and out

of school adolescents, youth in colleges,

young social entrepreneurs, educators,

youth facilitators and youth development

organizations to create a nurturing

ecosystem for youth centric development.

Our vision: To co-create a sustainable

national ecosystem that nurtures

empowering spaces with and for young

people, by investing in partnerships,

capacity building of people and

organizations; and engaging with multiple

stakeholders in the adolescent and youth

space with a focus on youth- centric

development issues.

ABOUT US

Pravah was seeded in 1993, with the intent

to create safe spaces for adolescents and

youth to form their own opinions,

worldview, bring about change within

themselves and the society around them.

Our education system is geared towards

providing youth with skills to have a secure

career and future however it does not

prepare them adequately with skills to

navigate life. We realise that to invest in

nurturing lifelong learners it is critical to

equip one with these skills in their

adolescence or young adulthood. Pravah

views youth through the youth centric

development lens which focuses on

building their leadership potential. Young

people are viewed through various lenses

in our society. We work with young people

from diverse backgrounds to build their

agency and enable them to act, such that

they become self-aware, deeply

empathetic, socially responsible leaders.
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26 Years of
Flow..



Strengthening
National Roots

Seeding local to global
environment

Preparing the
ground for the idea

of Leadership

In 1995, founders created

Pravah amidst the context of

communal riots and turbulent

social environment. It began

with programs on leadership

and skills training for

adolescents in schools and

colleges. 

Pravah worked to increase the

involvement of local, national

and global organizations in

their journey to develop

leadership capacities in young

people and influence

transformational social change

in the community.

Through the use of streaming

activities Pravah was able to

diversify their target groups to

include social entrepreneurs.

As well as obtaining

partnerships with youth

organizations and expanding

nationally through creation of

Pravah Jaipur Initiative and The

Youth Collective.

1993-97 1998-02 2003-07

From Self to
Society:
From Me to
We, included
leadership
and skills
training for
adolescents
in school.

S.M.I.L.E In-
turn-ship: 
Student
Mobilization for
learning
through
Exposure, a
learning and
leadership
journey for
college students
focusing on self
exploration and
social change.

Global
Xchange: A 6
month, inter-
cultural,
exchange
program
between India
& UK for young
people.

Music for
Harmony: An
annual youth
led festival
that uses
powerful
artistic
mediums to
spread peace,
hope &
harmony in
the
community.

The World is
My Classroom:
A training
program for
pre-service and
in service
teachers to
design
leadership
programs and
facilitate life
skills. 

Nurturing
Entrepreneurship
: Changelooms
was created to
support young
social
entrepreneurs to
strengthen their
initiatives.

Creation of
ComMutiny: The
Youth Collective:
A national
collective of 40
organizations,
created to work
towards building
vibrant
ecosystems for
youth work
through
campaigning &
advocacy.

Creation of
Pravah Jaipur
Initiative: 
Pravah
expands
regionally as
the Jaipur
Initiative,
offering a safe
space for
young people.



Future visions for
Pravah

SCOUL (Scale with
Soul)-Strengthening
the ecosystem for

youth

Influencing for a
conducive

environment

Pravah started influencing a
larger ecosystem of educators,
facilitators and organizations to
seed a youth development
perspective.

Pravah designed and
implemented numerous
programs that spread across
national boundaries and
addressed the key needs of
young people, so that they can
build life capacities, skills and
take charge of their lives and
decisions. Pravah also
incubated Anhad Pravah, MP &
Rubaroo in Telangana.

Pravah has extensive plans for
the future. These include
increasing visibility, more
diversity and inclusivity across
India to increase the national
footprint. Pravah also aims to
work sustainably and endeavor
to become as experts of youth
and mindset change.

2008-12 2013-18
2019..

LOOKING
FORWARD

Scaling with
Soul: SCOUL:
Focused
attention on
up-scaling
whilst
maintaining
the depth of
programs. 

Learning
Voyages: 
Building
leadership
capacities of
practitioners,
facilitators and
youth
professionals.

My Life Mere
Faisle: A
psycho-social
approach
towards the
issue of early
and child
marriage,
enabling young
people to take
charge of their
lives and
decisions.

Changelooms With.in:
Supporting 100 social
entrepreneurs across
India on initiatives on
social inclusion.

S.M.I.L.E
Fellowship: A 8
month program
that aims to
create both self
and social
impact by
enabling youth
to create social
action projects.

Visibility

Ocean In A
Drop: 2
decades of
learnings from
youth work
celebrated with
the publication
of the book
'The Ocean In A
Drop: Inside-
Out Youth
Leadership. 

5th Space
Live: A series
of events
held across
states with
partners
celebrating
the 5th space
as safe space
for nurturing
young
people.

Abilities Beyond
Skills: Aiming to create
sustainable
employability by
building life capacities
and technical skills in
young people and
employers.

National
Footprints

Diverse
Audiences

Youth-Centric
Themes

Sustainable
Practices

Pravah International
Citizen Service: A 3
month exchange rural
immersion for young
people between UK &
India in collaboration
with VSO International
& DFID.



RESPONSE
PRAVAH'S

Capacity building of youth leaders to become

active citizens and take up volunteering

activities for COVID-19 responses within their

RWAs, villages and communities

Supporting young social entrepreneurs to start

and sustain strategic response initiatives for

COVID-19 prevention and mitigation.

Pravah works with young people to help them

understand social responsibility and what it takes

to be an active citizen. In the current times both

these areas acquire critical meaning and

importance. Other than the medical and

administrative responses which are fundamental

to tiding over the crisis, what is going to ensure

that these actions be truly effective is a response

that foregrounds the community while being

socially responsible at the individual level. Due to

the COVID-19 pandemic and its fallout our work

is now focused on getting young people and

communities to respond proactively, responsibly

and empathetically.

Our partners are core to our interdependent

community and share with us our vision and

mission of creating 5th spaces which evoke

feelings of love, freedom, social hope, ownership

and growth. Presently we are engaging

intensively with 100+ such co-voyagers so that we

can work on:

TO COVID-19
Psycho social well being of adolescents and

youth in urban, semi urban and rural settings

Hope rides high in our community of young

changemakers. It is this light of hope which

illuminates the 4 pillars that anchor our work

during these times:

EALTH: foregrounding psycho social and
physical well being as a priority for young
people

PPORTUNITY: creating and accessing
opportunities to engage proactively beyond the
self with larger spaces and eco systems

URPOSE: enabling young people to find purpose
and relevance in an ever changing world

NGAGEMENT: empowering young people to
participate in issues, dialogues and activities to
help them understand diversity and differences

H
O
P
E
We express deep gratitude and solidarity with all

our alumni, partners and volunteers who are

actively involved in the relief work and are

supporting the community with passion and hard-

work. We all are working towards ensuring that this

team becomes larger and empowered going from

strength to strength.



FROM
 CEO's desk

Dear Friends, 

As a youth leadership and development organisation, we are often asked; what does it take

for young people to believe in themselves and make a difference in the world around them?

At Pravah, we strive to walk the talk by investing in young leaders internally and externally by

creating nurturing spaces that enable young people to take a journey from discovering

change within themselves by connecting with the society around them.

 

India is looking at the largest number of  young people entering the workforce over the 10-15

year period, thereby positioning India to reap a demographic dividend. The investment we

make in young people today is going to be a critical determinant of whether we actually reap

a dividend or are burdened by a liability. At Pravah, we believe that this is an opportune time

to  shift the narrative from reaping the demographic dividend to sowing demographic

multipliers . While the dividend looks at youth as assets to be invested in for society’s benefit,

the multiplier means creating conditions and spaces where the young can multiply their own

potential. 

Young people have seen a tectonic shift in their environment which directly affects their

learning, growth & opportunity. We believe that our contribution to sustainable youth

development is to nurture social hope by building value based leadership amongst youth,

strengthening youth organisations to design and facilitate effective journeys, and co-creating

social change that keeps constitutional values alive.

Ritikaa Khunnah
CEO, Pravah

Neeru Malhotra
CEO, Direct Interventions,
Pravah



Building adolescent leadership: We worked with 6000 adolescent leaders on school

based leadership council workshops, enhancing leadership and agency building in the

arena of Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights (SRHR).

Nurturing youth leadership: Direct engagement with 8500 youth leaders through

fellowships, internships, exposures and capacity building programmes.

Strengthening youth engaging organizations: We engaged with 25 social entrepreneurs

on building second line leadership and strengthening organizational capacities

Co-creating systemic change: Curriculum development on participation through inclusion

of SDGs.

There is a ray of hope, young people have made an effort to be seen, to come together, to

raise their voices for a just future. We have seen examples of this in movements led by

young people for equitable education opportunities, gender equity, communal harmony etc.

Inspite of all these efforts, they may not feel like they have a legitimate space to assert

themselves and be heard, and thus the need to keep  investing in nurturing spaces for youth.

Last year was dedicated to creating and nurture social hope by investing in leadership of

young people by working on the following strands:

Our attempt has been to imagine the DNA of this social hope by keeping the constitutional

values and youth centric design principles at the core of all our work. 

We invite you to read about our work in the hope that it will inspire you. We would also like

to take this opportunity to thank everyone who has walked with us in the last 27 years, this

journey would have been incomplete without you. Pravah invites you to join us in this

journey of creating meaningful change in the world around us. 

Warmly

Ritikaa Khunnah and Neeru Malhotra 

1.Concept of demographic dividend to demographic multipliers is from ‘Unfolding the yin and yang of

the young - Moving from demographic Dividend to Multiplier’ (Draft Paper) by ComMutiny.



DNA OF SOCIAL HOPE:
Moving from viewing youth as demographic dividend to multiplier. Creating spaces and policies to

foreground agency, ownership co-leading with, for and by the young people.

Shared Credit: vartaLeap
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School based  leadership council
workshops.
Adolescent learning and leadership
journey through volunteering in the
social sector.
Developing understanding on issues 
of SRHR and enhancing agency by
practicing decision making capacities.

Fellowship programme giving youth
an experience to co-create social
action.
Become youth facilitators and
understand  SRHR and facilitate
journeys for other youth.

Leadership learning journey of early
stage social entrepreneurs.
OD journeys with mid-level
entrepreneurs to build second line
leaders.
Support capacity building of youth
facilitators, educators, government
functionaries across the non-profit and
government sector.

Social action projects & curriculum
development  on participation,
inclusion & employment covering all
the 17 SDGs.

Building 
Adolescent Leadership

Nurturing 
Youth Leadership

Strengthening Youth Engaging
Organizations

Co-Creating 
Social Change

2 Lac
A D O L E S C E N T

L E A D E R S

5 Lac
Y O U T H

L E A D E R S

1000
P A R T N E R

O R G A N I Z A T I O N S

15 Million
P E O P L E  R E A C H E D

O U T  T O

*The adolescent and youth leader numbers are work in progress.

DNA OF SOCIAL HOPE:
Cumulative Impact* Number over 26 Years



6000
A D O L E S C E N T

L E A D E R S

8500
Y O U T H

L E A D E R S

25
S O C I A L

E N T R E P R E N E U R S

OUTREACH NUMBERS:
April'2019 - March'2020

50,000
N U M B E R  O F  P E O P L E
I M P A C T E D  B Y  O U R

A D O L E S C E N T  &  Y O U T H
L E A D E R S

4 Lac
S O C I A L  M E D I A

O U T R E A C H

20
N U M B E R  O F  S T A T E S

C O V E R E D



BUILDING ADOLESCENT
LEADERSHIP

A learning and leadership workshop was conducted by

Pravah, New Delhi on Adolescent Decision making with

students of grades 6th to 9th of Kasiga School,

Dehradun. They were a part of the proposed 4 day

journey on a module based integrated life skills

approach. This journey was facilitated keeping in mind

the values and principles of Kasiga School nd Pravah’s

5th space youth development approach and constant

pegs were created to understand self, relationships

and the society in an interconnected way.

The HCL-Uday My School Programme on education,

in its third year, ran with 4 government schools in U.P

reaching out to 600 adolescents to deepen student led

participation and active citizenship. As a part of the 30

hour leadership journey curriculum, adolescent

leadership councils- ‘Bal Panchayats’ were set up to

support effective decision making of the school and

build community-based action projects. Through the

Bal panchayats students were able to vocalize

deprioritized adolescent-centric issues to duty bearers

through action projects like health surveys and regular

‘bal sabhas’ to address prevalent issues of their school

like water scarcity and sanitation.

Pravah designed and facilitated workshops with

community peer leaders (adolescents) on 'Growing up

Healthy' in community centers of Ambuja Cement

Foundation- Dadri and Roorki.

Pravah’s Adolescent Intervention works with 12-17-year olds, to develop core life competencies such as deep–
self-awareness, relationship building, learnability, critical thinking, taking responsibility, empathy, problem-
solving, decision-making and creative thinking. The programmes also seek to build a deeper understanding of
social issues and provide opportunities for social action across Delhi-NCR and Jaipur through Pravah Jaipur
Initiative. We partner with over 100 schools and organisations across NCR and Jaipur.

Muskaan Fellowship is a unique youth leadership

training program, designed and developed by Jubilant

Bhartia Foundation and Pravah, focused on sensitizing

and enhancing the capacity of youth on community

issues. The program is an intense, experiential learning

journey with experts and mentors. The participating

youth had the opportunity to understand themselves

and work on improving their skills as well as contribute

to the society through volunteering opportunities being

created by JBF around their villages during their study

career. Pravah integrated a life capacities curriculum for

Math and English reaching out to 3000 adolescents.



NURTURING YOUTH
LEADERSHIP

Driven by the spirit of youth volunteerism, our youth programs provide a platform for young people between
the age of 18 & 25, from across diversities of sexuality, caste, class, religion, region, disability, to develop their
leadership capacities and become self-aware, deeply empathetic, socially responsible leaders.   By becoming
part of experiential learning journeys such as rural internships, urban exposures, youth led campaigns and
leading self-designed social action, young people get an opportunity to build deep self -awareness, understand
systems, learn new skills and realise their potential as change makers. While our direct engagement with young
people spans across Delhi NCR and Jaipur, we also work with young people in collaboration with our Streaming
partners in the states of Madhya Pradesh, West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Bihar, and Jharkhand.

SMILE In-turn-ship is a learning and leadership journey

where young people (18- 25 years) are placed for a

period of 3-6 weeks with grassroots organizations/ social

movements across India. This exposure to 'ground

realities' of the country, allows individuals to build deep

self awareness, form cross border relationships,   take

informed stances on issues of social justice and at the

same time, provides the host organization with a helping

hand on different projects through specific skills of the

volunteer(s). In the last one year we have sent 64 young

people for S.M.I.L.E In-turn-ship in 15 different

organizations across India (Madhya Pradesh, Uttar

Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Haryana,

Rajasthan and Delhi).

SMILE Professionals: A 10 month learning and

leadership journey for SMILE Fellows to build their

capacities in professional youth work by leading youth

programs, whilst being mentored in doing so was

conducted . In the pilot of the SMILE Professionals, we

had 2 Professionals leading the 6th batch of the SMILE

Fellowship.

SamjhoToh - The Samvidhan Live Dialogues was a

pilot aimed at bringing young people from different

ideologies and create a space to learn and practice the

skill of deep dialoguing and create a vision of India

together. There were 2 cohorts with which this pilot was

being run. One cohort through open mobilization which

had 15 participants and another was an institutional

partnership with Moti Lal Nehru college.

Storytelling workshop with Magic Bus consisted of 3

day-long workshops on storytelling, that was designed

and facilitated with 15 youth peer leaders .

SMILE Fellowship is a programme that aims to

create self and social impact by enabling youth to

take up leadership roles in self- created 5th spaces.

This 8 month long programme provides fellows

(aged 18 - 25 years) with intensive learning and

leadership opportunities, through designing,

facilitating and leading impactful social change

projects, and building valuable advocacy,

networking, and fundraising skills on the journey.

This year,   SMILE Fellowship saw 19 Fellows lead

individual social action projects on thematics of

gender, CSE, quality education, communal harmony

and climate change.



Leadership Workshop in partnership with Jagori

Rural Charitable Trust: A 4-day leadership building

workshop with 14 adolescents and young people (Peer

Leaders)was conducted. The workshop aimed at

building leadership capacities of the peer leaders to be

able to lead action in their communities.

Professional Skill Building workshop with Feminist

Approach to Technology (FAT): A one day

professional skill building workshop with 24 volunteers

from FAT was facilitated, that supported them in

building their capacities in teamwork and conflict

resolution.

Youth Exchange with young people from

Bangladesh in partnership with OXFAM: As part of

Oxfam’s ‘Empower Youth for Work’, Pravah facilitated a

youth-exchange session on the 5th space with young

people from Bangladesh and India.

MLMF My Life Mere Faisle is a 45 hours long

curriculum that aims at building agency and decision

making capacities in young people such that they

become aware of their aspirations and start

practicing active informed decision making about

their life while taking important stakeholders along.

In the last one year, we   facilitated this journey for

190 participants through self-development

workshops at Jesus and Mary and Miranda House

colleges of Delhi University, Group Exposures, In-

turn-ships and MLMF campaigns.

Norwegian Agency for Exchange Cooperation

funded the Pravah Activate Youth Exchange

program, the first South-South exchange co-

implemented by Pravah to facilitate transformative

change in young people and communities. The pilot

co-hort of Indian volunteers was placed with the co-

implementing partner, ACTIVATE! Change Drivers,

South Africa.

Youth Addas: 

Water Crisis in India: A Youth Adda designed to

understand the current water crisis in India and

addressing the ways   in which we can engage with

the same. 

SDG Youth Adda on Air Pollution: Pravah, Restless

Development, Commutiny-The Youth Collective &

UNV came together to host a Youth Adda to address

the current air pollution crisis in New Delhi. SDGs

3,11,12,13 were explored through the same.

Agaaz - e- baatcheet: aimed at initiating interfaith

dialogue amongst young people.

I-Card: A youth adda for young people to

understand different identities and how they play

out in the system to cause inequalities.

1.

2.

3.

4.

We reached out to a total of 150 young people through

the aforementioned Youth Addas

Workshop in partnership with Arrow women and

YP foundation: Pravah co-facilitated a 3 day workshop

on SRHR and intersectionality with 22 young people.

Urban Exposure:  Exploring the values of secularism,

peace and unity YI led a heritage walk with 33 young

people from Delhi, in Mehrauli to learn from Delhi’s

shared history of harmony and bring back stories that

advocate for peace, harmony and a celebration of the

‘other’.

Get Real: A three day workshop for 17 young people to

build deep self awareness and go beyond what they

know of themselves and dive deeper to realize their

aspirations, understand the values they prioritize in

making decisions, reflect on their fears and ways to

challenge these fears.



Growing up and having seen the experiences of women from

her community, Uma felt the need for awareness around SRHR

for women, especially adolescent girls and young women.

Through her project, Uma not only aims to create awareness,

but also build their capacities to take decisions for their own

lives.

Uma feels that she can see an inside out change in herself, from

being able to grasp opportunities more easily, to understanding

a greater array of  issues, and engage in effective networking.

"I have seen an inside out change in myself."

Lakshi Kumari
Age: 14 Years
Location: Uttar Pradesh

(Bal Panchayat Leader)

Lakshi,  a 14 year old girl from Asgarpur Upper primary

school believes that being a part of Bal Panchayat journey

has helped her to take certain decisions for herself. 

“I have been able to take many decisions in the last 1 year.

I have found the motivation to come to school because I

now feel a sense of belonging. Now I have decided it is my

right to keep studying and I will definitely keep coming to

school."

Lakshi also shares that coming to school has helped her to

experience many things and she therefore stood up for the

elections for the position of Prime Minister.

uma
Age: 22 Years
Location: Delhi

(SMILE Fellow)



EMPLOYABILITY &
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Over the last 5 years, we have designed and implemented a life capacities program on employability specially
designed for the skilling sector, using a youth development approach. ABS aims to reconcile the market’s need
for potential employees to go beyond 21st century skills; with building the capacity to learn new skills, in young
people. The emphasis is on building skills that an employer would look for, including the ability to deal with
conflicts positively, to take initiative when necessary, to take decisions which reflect a good balance of people
and task orientations, to negotiate effectively and be a good leader is given. The curriculum has been
customized and implemented in partnership with diverse universities, organisations, corporates, government
skilling centres and partners across India.

Eklavya Castrol India Project in its 5th year running,

focused on the up-skilling of two-wheeler technicians

from remote areas with skills required to further their

profession as a sustainable income generating activity

through a ‘training of trainers’ model. It was run in

partnership with Empower Pragati and focused on

upgrading their technical skill to negotiate for a better

income, enhanced leadership capacities enabling them

to strengthen their customer orientation for service. This

year we created a pool of 15 master trainers and

mobilizers with strengthened capacities to deliver

modules of the value-added curriculum focusing on

technical skills along with life competencies, and reach

2550 two-wheeler technicians in districts of UP and

Haryana. The programme has also led to groups of

mechanics coming together to form unions across

multiple markets.

PM Yuva Yojana under Ministry of Skill Development

and Entrepreneurship in partnership with NIESBUD- As

part of the PM Kaushal Vikas Yuva Yojana, we’ve

designed an entrepreneurship curriculum for

government Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs) in Delhi

to promote self-employment among students. Currently

rolling out across 17 Government ITI’s reaching out to

1700+ students and 28 teachers. The program involved

a training journey with local ITI teachers who would

further facilitate the EDP curriculum with students. 

HSBC Skills for Life was designed to build abilities

of 600 economically disadvantaged youth from Deli

in areas of ‘Retail’, and ‘IT/ITeS’ domain skills by

equipping them with life capacities, IT skills and

communicative English. Through the 10-month

training of trainer learning journey, the focus has

been the certification of at least 80% of trained

disadvantaged youth, provide job opportunities to

all trained candidates and secure placement to 70%

of them.



Life Competency for Sustainable Employability

(LCSE) at Ambedkar University Delhi rolled out with

205 students for the last 2 years; to bridge the gap

between expectations of employers and potential

employees; and to equip students with life capacities

critical for navigating sustainable employment

opportunities.

UNFPA – Usha Silai School project reached out to

4000 Silai school learners and 200 Silai school women

entrepreneurs across 4 states through a yearlong

journey with 24 Master trainers on their capacity

building. The 20 hours curriculum was integrated with

the technical course and was focused on Aspirations,

Entrepreneurship, Work-life balance, SRHR and

understanding of gender and gender roles.

Business to Rural (B2R) ABS curriculum was

integrated as a part of the induction training for the

new employees of B2R equipping them with life

capacities for sustainable employability. This was a 25

hours curriculum being developed and trained on by

the Pravah staff.

"Pravah training of trainers journey helped me build

my capacity to reflect, learn from my mistakes,

actively seek feedback and continuously polish my

facilitation skills. I have witnessed a drastic change in

the way I communicate. I’m now able to confidently

connect and convey my message to any type of

audience."

Harshwardhan Singh

Life Skills Trainer, Castrol Eklavya Project

Empower Pragati

“Empower, Pravah aur mere sathiyon ki sahayta aur

bharose se mai aage badha. Har mod par unhone

mujhe kuch naya sikhaya aur fir mujhe khud par

chhod diya. Hare ek sikh kaafi mehatvapurna rahi.”

MD Shamshad

Technical Trainer, Eklavya- Castrol India Project



strengthening youth
engaging organizations

We feel it is critical to create an ecosystem of excellent youth focused organizations as well as ensure that there
are well trained professionals and practitioners in this field who lend core human capital and leadership to
organizations. Our key to strengthen youth development work as a valuable and viable profession, and as in
any growth process the need is not just for instilling knowledge and skills but an all-round development of
professionals engaged in creating youth participation in social change.

Pravah designed and facilitated a 2 day UNV induction

training for 20 UNV-DYCs and 8 Community Volunteers

on Youth Leadership & Development, Components of

exploring self, building relationships and working with

youth. The workshop had a diverse youth audience from

different districts of India. The sessions offered a safe

space to share their experiences, celebrations and

challenges from the ground which enabled a peer

connect.

My Life Mere Faisle, has been running from last 5 years

across 7 states (M.P, Rajasthan, U.P, Telengana, Bihar,

New Delhi, Jharkhand) with 11 coalition partners

(Synergy, ALFA, YES, Milaan, PJI, People For Change,

Agrini, Anhad Pravah, Diksha Foundation, Rubaroo) with

support from  American Jewish World Service and

Amplify Change. This year 3400 young people went

through the leadership learning journey. The coalition

members came together twice in the last one year to

review, learn and share best practices on the issue of

ECM & SRHR. Social media has become a critical tool for

visibility and advocacy thus having the youth fellows as

the panel for one of the facebook LIVE that was curated

to share the impact stories.

Corporate Volunteering in HCL Foundation: Pravah in

partnership with HCL Foundation facilitated the journeys

of 70 meritorious scholars around Delhi and Chennai

under the Power of One, My Scholar Programme. The

model encouraged and facilitated 30 HCL employees as

mentors to contribute to the learning and growth of the

scholars. The programme aimed at supporting the

scholars with life capacities to navigate their own

journeys and equip mentors with skills to support the

scholars.

Conducted a 2 year long journey with teachers

supported by International Center for Research

on Women across 10 Delhi government schools to

understand issues of gender especially for

adolescent girls within the schools. This years'

intervention resulted in creation of Samvad - A

gender docket for teachers to create safe and

empowering classrooms.

In partnership with UNICEF Kashmir, Pravah

developed capacitites of 25 Master trainers and 108

Animators to create Adolescent Resource Centers

further reaching out to 5000 adolescents as   safe

spaces for them in 3 districts of South Kashmir.

Pravah used the FReason curriculum: Designed

towards taking decisions with feelings and reasons, 

for adolescents to build their ability to deal with their

feelings positively, seek and provide support to their

peer group for their well being and engage with their

communities meaningfully.



This year, with support from Oracle, Changelooms

nurtured capacities of 10 youth-led startups (Urjaghar,

We are One, Guhaar, Rural Trek, Sonzal Welfare Trust,

The Queer Muslim Project, YOUCAN, Alter School,

Vidhyalaya Udhyam, Varitra Foundation) across 9

different states (Jammu and Kashmir, Haryana, Delhi,

Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Tamil

Nadu and Kerala). The design of the program has right

balance of new learning, application and real-world

connect with the entrepreneurs work. Spaces created in

the journey helped to build relationships, receive support

from one on one mentoring and build energy for on-

ground action. The Changeloomers through their work

reached out to 4,098 people intensively, 7,237 people

extensively and 35,850 people through online

engagement in a period of 7 months.

Saanstha,  an organisational development leadership

journey, deepens leadership skills of social entrepreneurs

to identify challenges, energise and enable them to

action. Thus, enabling them to create a strong network of

impactful youth-centric organisations, ran for its 3rd year

with 8 participating organisations. This journey supported

by Paul Hamlyn Foundation in its third year reached out

to 8 participating organizations; People For Change,

Anhad Pravah, Diksha Foundation, Sauhard, Blue Ribbon

Movement, Way Foundation, Jamghat, Sunderban Green

Environment Association (SGEA). With mentoring support

from Pravah and Vyaktitva, organisations worked on

diverse OD challenges like, building second-line

leadership, building skill to ensure financial sustenance,

building robust internal processes and structure.

The Alumni Mentoring progam supported by the US

mission to India, was designed to engage young USG

program alumni through a journey of professional

development. The mentoring journey focused on

professional growth through a deeper understanding of

one’s values, attitudes and skills. The program directly

reach out to 27 Alumni mentors, 56 young alumni of USG

programs and 2500 community members were impacted

through social action projects run by the participants.

Pravah in collaboration with Tata Institute of Social

Sciences (TISS) conducted a 7 days certification

programme "Ocean In a Drop" for   youth work

professionals   to build their capacity and strengthen

youth engagement. 15 participants from 14 

organisations  across India participated in the program.

As part of our flagship program, Changelooms there

was an ongoing support to 80 social entrepreneurs

(social startups) from 40 youth-led start-ups and 72

social entrepreneurs (changemakers working on

social action projects) in 4 States (Gujarat, U.P,

Telengana and Maharashtra with state-level hubs led

by partner organisations of Sauhard,   Yeh Ek Soch

(YES), Rubaroo)  to do high impact youth

programming. This enabled them to become agents

of positive social change on issues of Social Inclusion

and Constitutional Literacy. This iteration of the

programme is currently being supported by the

Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor

U.S. Department of State (DRL).

Pravah conducted a   workshop   with 50 teachers

from Ayesha Ali Academy Kanipora, Kulgum,

Kashmir. The school aims at providing a non

sectarian learning   environment to their students

and help them to excel in academics as well as extra

curricular activities for their overall development.

The workshop focussed on     learner centered

teaching learning practices and importance of this 

for young people who are affected by the violence  in

Kashmir.



co-creating
sYSTEMIC change

Chota Muh Khari Baat campaign was an attempt to

move the normative needle from 'chota muh badi baat'

to 'chota muh khari baat' (small mouth, real talk) by

challenging the narrative that doubts young people's

ability to make informed decisions. It aimed to highlight

the stories where decisions made by young people have

not just positively impacted their own lives but the lives

of their families and communities as well. The campaign

was directly run by 200 youth and adolescents coming

from 7 states, who collected 700 stories of change.

Through this we reached out to 1000 adults through our

on ground events and 12000 through hosting a Facebook

live as a culmination of the campaign.

Music for Harmony is Pravah’s annual event which

is co-led and co-created with youth volunteers. It is a

musical event through which we advocate for peace,

love and harmony through various art forms. It is

also a space to celebrate the efforts and amazing

journeys of our volunteers and to build a community

of like-minded people. This time around, Music for

Harmony was led by 24 volunteers and had an on-

ground outreach of 400.

Jashn-e-Agaaz, every year aims to create a space to

advocate for the need to invest in youth centric

development. Jashn-e-Agaaz 2019, aimed at

facilitating and advocating for inter-generational

dialogue as a way of empowering   young people to

take the other stakeholders of their life along, whilst

having the agency to take decisions of their own

lives. Jashn-e-Agaaz 2019, reached out to 300 people

consisting of young people, parents, teachers and

members of other civil society organisations.

We believe voices, ideas and actions of young people
have been critical in social change and transformation.
Through our efforts this year we have aggregated youth
voices, supported youth-led events and on-ground
action. 



AMPLIFYING
YOUTH VOICES

To celebrate `children, childhood, child rights and children’s voices’ on 30th anniversary of the

Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC@30), Pravah in partnership with ComMutiny-The

Youth Collective supported by GoB and UNICEF Bihar, Adolescent Cell, Women

Development Corporation, Social Welfare Department and ActionAid designed and

facilitated across 11 districts & Bihar state level consultations with 450+ adolescents. The

adolescents also presented their 'charter of recommendations' on 'Vision for a Safe and

Violence Free Bihar for Children' to State Government officials and Policy-makers.

Authored and designed teacher training module with NCERT on Values and Responsible

Citizenship as part of the National Ayushman Bharat Curriculum launched recently. This will

be rolled out and impact lives of 2.6 million students across the country.

To respond to the skill and employment challenge in South Asia, UNICEF Regional Office for

South Asia (UNICEF ROSA) ,  Generation Unlimited Global Team, the Global Business Coalition

for Education (GBC-Education), co-hosted the South Asia Youth Skills and Solutions Forum.

Pravah facilitated a dialogue among 30 youth leaders across South Asia to bring their voices and

demands together to share at the Forum. Youth delegates from Pravah represented the need

for youth voices in strategy building for the skilling sector. Over 250 delegates across 8

countries representing civil society, private sector, government, international agencies, and

youth participants, attended and contributed to the event.

In partnership with UNV, UNFPA & ComMutiny-The Youth Collective, Pravah designed and

facilitated 5 regional level consultations with young people and youth workers to identify

aspirations of young people and barriers faced by them to inform the National Youth Policy

Review and the Leave No One Behind section of the VNR (Voluntary National Report) tabled

by NITI Aayog  . For the latter Pravah was part of the larger consortium of civil society

organisations led by Wada Na Todo Abhiyaan (WNTA) .



MLMF National
EVENT 2020

The MLMF (My Life Mere Faisle) National Event 2020 showcased  the 5 year journey of the program in partnership

with 11   coalition members . This event   gathered an audience of 100+ from diverse backgrounds ranging from our

youth fellows, CSO organisations,   CSR representatives, UN members and media. The design   of the day gave an

opportunity to the audience to experience the program through the  togetherness  tables that inspired

intergenerational  dialogues. This event also created space through a partner dialogue to showcase the need for

agency building to address the issue of early and child marriage and support empowerment of adolescents and

youth.  

A special thanks to our donors (Amplify Change & American Jewish World Service) , our coalition partners

(Synergy, ALFA, YES, Milaan, PJI, People For Change, Agrini, Anhad Pravah, Diksha Foundation, Rubaroo) for

supporting us and our young people for inspiring us to continue this work by taking the learning forward.



INTERNAL
PROCESSES

INTERNAL TRAINING:
Learning and Leadership journey
initiated and continued for
selected individuals. Get Real for
leadership team  was conducted
in February'2020

ORGANIZATIONAL RETREAT: 
A week-long get away for all members of Pravah. Fun is a serious business and when we hold the
retreat, we see it as yet another space for collective learning and growth for all of Pravah. This year
the retreat allowed for the organisation to come together and focus on reassessing and reviewing 
our strategic directions. Envisioning the culture and future that we aspire for helped us focus on and
commit to strengthening the shared leadership at all levels within Pravah.

CHANGE PROCESS: 
This year, a three month long change process was designed for the organisation to come together,
pause and co-create the internal 5th space by committing to enhancing the 5 feelings of love,
ownership, freedom, growth and social hope. It was a space for a lot of discussion, sharing and
reimagining, that culminated at the organisational retreat with a recommitment to the seed and soil
group - a shared leadership space for co-holding the internal 5th space!

TRANSITIONS:
Organic renewal at Pravah has been a strength and core belief. Over the years, many people at
Pravah have been part of the process of taking on the next level of leadership as we grow and learn.
The basis of this journey is the aspirations of the individuals as well as the need and opportunities
within the organisation. As part of the career mapping process this year, Pravah has seen a transition
in leadership this year with Ritikaa Khunnah leading the organisation in the capacity of CEO. Neha
Buch as CEO was instrumental in inspiring ownership and investing in a strong second line of leaders.
She continues to be part of the senior leadership while leading the Streaming function at Pravah as
part of her new role.   Along with these shifts, many young leaders have stepped into new roles as
part of the Shared leadership team that works together and supports each other in realizing the
common vision of the organization.
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 Anjali Anand

 Ankita Singh

 Arathi L Kurup

Ashutosh Nanadwana

Astha Agarwal

Dinesh Kumar

Farah Zehra

 Jaiti

 Ishanee Bhattacharyya 

 Ishani Sen

 Khursheed

 Malavika Pavamani

 Meenakshi Ruhela

 Meghamala Sengupta

 Mehak Ahmad

 Neeru Malhotra

 Neha Buch

 Nikhita Pai

 Nivedita Singh Soni

 Om Prakash Rai

 Parth Suri

 Polash Ari

 Pooja Singh

 Ravinder Saini

 Richi Singhal

 Ritikaa Khunnah

 Shaima Ahmed

 Shiraz Sheikh

 Sukannyaa Lahon

 Sulab Kumar

 Suruchi Barua

 Swati Sharma

Vineet Kanodia

 Vibhuti

 Loganathan J

 Nida Ansari

 Vartika Gupta 

 Swati Khurana

 Yatish Bedi

 Mithun Chandravanshi

 Aslesha

 Umpilika Sharma

 Tanyaa Sharma

 Sukriti Sharma

 Zainab Naaz

 Aditi Joshi

 Atul Khera

Zehra Naqvi

Casey Thomas

Bronte Ellis

Claudia Conran

Jane Lorimer

Stephanie Mee

Majoory Jeyakumar

Abhishri Nath

Japish Chawla

Gregor

Vibhav

Sandeep Bhogra

Bhawna Khattar

Shivangi Dhadich

Shruti Sharma

Hano John

Kamini

Meenakshi Bhanjdeo

Amreen Ahmad

Karuna

Gagan Jena

Meenu Venkateswaran

Monisha V

Nirupama

Ramneek Banga
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Arjun Shekhar

Meenu Venkateswaran

Ashraf Patel

Adeesh Mehra

Gouran Lal

Ravi Gulati

Renuka Motihar

Neha Buch

Suman Kumar

Sunita Menon

Indrapal Singh
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Ajay Khanna

Ajay Kumar

Amitabh Vira

Anshuman Prakash

Baljit Singh

Barin & Geeta Das

Bhaskar Jayaraman

Greg Chapman

Mohit Arora

Nagarajan S

N Janardan Menon

Pawan & Archana Bhatia

Vinit Taneja

Vinod Martin

Pranav Kapuria

Piyush Mehta & Rashmi

Promila Ayyangar

Rajiv & Jyoti Chaba

Ramanathan Shantaram

Renuka & Pushpa Motihar

S Viswanathan

Shama Patel

Shiibaji Das

Shubra Bhattacharya

Smita Sahay

Srinivas

Surbhi M Bhikchandani

Venkatesh R Iyer

Smita Sahay
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Avinash Kumar

Akshaya Mukul

Shama Patel 

Harish Natarajan

Salil Mishra

Gagan Adlakha

Ishani Sen

Vipul Mudgal

Subhalakshmi Nandi

Kamini Prakash
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National Foundation for India (NFI)

Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS)

Rainbow Homes

Khoj

Ambuja Cement Foundation

United Way

Quest Alliance

Magic Bus India Foundation 

Kailash Satyarthi Children's Foundation

(KSCF)

Feminist Approach to Technology (FAT)

Dasra

Jagori

Paul Hamlyn Foundation (PHF)

Australian Volunteers International (AVI)

Charities Aid Foundation (CAF India)

Norwegian Agency for Exchange

Cooperation (Norec)

MISEREOR

American Jewish World Service (AJWS)

ARROW

DKA

Amplify Change Network

The American Centre - US State

Government Alumni Exchange 

Kutchina

Castrol India

UNFPA India

Jubilant Bhartia

HCL Foundation

National Institute for Entrepreneurship

and Small Business Development

(NIESBUD)

Ministry of Skill Development and

Entrepreneurship (Pradhan Mantri Yuva

Yojana - PMYY)

UNICEF India

Subros India

IDBI Bank

Business-To-Rural (B2R)

International Center for Research on

Women

HSBC - Skills for Life - Swadesh

Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and

Labor U.S. Department of State (DRL)

UNV India
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Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS)

Ayesha Ali Academy

Kasiga School

Rajiv Gandhi National Institute of Youth

Development (RGNIYD)

University of New South Wales (UNSW)

Miranda House

Jesus and Mary College

Ambedkar University Delhi



Suman Barman

Phool Chand Khunnah

Parth Suri

Abhishek

Rohan Grover

Nikita Chhabra

Meenakshi Nath

Srijan Sandip Mandal

Mohit Raj

Radhika Subramaniam

Ibrar

Chhaitanya GS

Renu Soni

Venkat

Biva Rajbhandari

Vithika Yadav

Anupam Hazarika

Sharad Kharra

Sagar

Ishani Sen

Namrata Bhatia

Shailaja

Simon Kemp

Shubham Bansal

Vineet Buch

Nivedita Das Narayan

Gautam Das

Pooja Bhatia

Kulsum

Ruairi Kerrigan

Nitin Barman

Rupa B Pravin

Sonali Khullar

Moinuddin

Sanchi Gupta

Shiaditya Sinha

Ankit Jain

D Luther

Susan Pavamani

Sita Naik

Amit Aggarwal

Kulsum Rashid

Saji Zacharia

Shirin Bismillah

Hiral

Hannah Veljanovska

Sabeena Gadihoke 

Shalini Lal

Sharika Bhan

Suresh

Indrajit Sen

Naghma

Gregor Lucka

Elsa George

Ruhie Kumar

Pasenjit Sharan

Nikita

Snimer Kaur Sahni

Ritu Lal 

Utkarsh Verma

Devarchan

Achint Soni

Anshuman Prakash

Jugnu Grewal

Arvind Singh

Mandhir Singh

Keshav

Miloosha Sharma

Prashant Bisht

Rohan

Divya Mukand

Neti Srinivasan

Mahamaya

Priya

Gagan Adlakha

Nikesh Sinha

Kanika Sinha

Malavika Pavamani 

Rajendra Shekhar

Avanth Guntur
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LEGAL
STATUS

Pravah is a non-profit society registered under the Societies' Registration

Act, Registration Number S/24758 on 8th September 1993.

Income Tax exemption under Section 80G Vide 

Regn DIT(E)/20017 2008/P-425/2784. 

Foreign Contributions permissible under FCRA registration no. 

231650876 dated 08-10-2016. 

Income Tax No. PAN/GIR No. AAAAP7947E. 

Registered Office: S-508, Hawa Singh Block, Asiad Village, New Delhi.

Bankers: ICICI Bank Greater Kailash II, Axis Bank CR Park, HDFC Bank Kalkaji.
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Walking the thin line between....

A: 8, Balaji Estate, 3rd Floor, Guru Ravidas Marg, Kalkaji, New Delhi, 110019, India

T: +91-11-26440619, 26213918, 2691354, 40505743, 49052146

W: https://pravahindia.org          E: mail@pravah.org

Facebook: @pravahdelhi          Twitter: @Pravah01          Instagram: @pravahdelhi          LinkedIn: @Pravah






























